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Answer: B,C,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.

Which description of the output is true?
A. Two VTEPs are in the VEM
B. Two VTEPs are in the VSM
C. Two VTEP table versions exist
D. One designated VTEP is in the bridge domain
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/nexus
1000/sw/5_2_1_s_v_3_
1_1/TroubleshootGuide/n1000v_trouble/n1000v_TS_vxvlan.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Explanation/Reference:
Enabling reciprocal replication between two sites involves
modifying the options attribute value on the site link object.
With this attribute set on the site link, the KCC creates the
connections across the link with the appropriate setting that
is in effect. Use ADSI Edit to enable reciprocal replication.
Reference: Advanced Replication Management
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc961787.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. show
B. show
C. show
D. show
Answer:

crypto
crypto
crypto
crypto
C

isakmp sa peer
ikev1 sa peer
ipsec sa peer
ikev2 sa peer
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